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Abstract : An attempt has been made to analyze the
effect of surface site on the spin state for the interac-
tion of NO with Pd

2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh nanoparticles that

supported at regular and defective MgO (001) sur-
faces. The adsorption properties of NO on homo-
nuclear, Pd

2
, Rh

2
,
 
and heteronuclear transition metal

dimers, PdRh, that deposited on MgO (001) surface
have been studied by means of hybrid density func-
tional theory calculations and embedded cluster model.
The most stable NO chemisorption geometry is in a
bridge position on Pd

2
 and a top configuration of Rh

2

and PdRh with N-down oriented. NO prefers binding
to Rh site when both Rh and Pd atoms co-exist in the
PdRh. The natural bond orbital analysis (NBO) re-
veals that the electronic structure of the adsorbed metal
represents a qualitative change with respect to that of
the free metal. The adsorption properties of NO have
been analyzed with reference to the NBO, charge trans-
fer, band gaps, pairwise and non-pairwise additivity.

The binding of NO precursor is dominated by the 
NOxM

(i)
E 

pairwise additive components and the role of the sup-
port was not restricted to supporting the metal. The
adsorbed dimers on the MgO surface lose most of
the metal�metal interaction due to the relatively strong

bond with the substrate.

Spin polarized calculations were performed and the re-
sults concern the systems in their more stable spin states.
Spin quenching occurs for Rh atom, Pd

2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh

complexes at the terrace and defective surfaces. The
adsorption energies of the low spin states of spin
quenched complexes are always greater than those of
the high spin states. The metal�support and dimer�sup-

port interactions stabilize the low spin states of the
adsorbed metals with respect to the isolated metals and
dimers. Although the interaction of Pd, Rh, Pd

2
, Rh

2

and PdRh particles with Fs sites is much stronger than
the regular sites O2-, the adsorption of NO is stronger
when the particular dimers are supported on an anionic
site than on an Fs site of the MgO (001). The encoun-
tered variations in magnetic properties of the adsorbed
species at MgO (001) surface are correlated with the
energy gaps of the frontier orbitals. The results show
that the spin state of adsorbed metal atoms on oxide
supports and the role of precursor molecules on the
magnetic and binding properties of complexes need to
be explicitly taken into account.
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INTRODUCTION

Fundamental understanding of the electronic struc-
ture and activity of transition metal atoms and
nanoclusters supported on metal-oxide surfaces is of
great interest due to their broad applications in cataly-
sis, coating for thermal applications, corrosion protec-
tion, and other technologically important fields[1-4]. Theo-
retical calculations have proved very helpful to gain in-
sight into the mechanisms of growth of nanoclusters on
oxide surfaces[5,6]. It has been found that under typical
conditions, formation of dimers constitutes the first step
in the process of the growth of metal clusters on the
oxide surface[7]. Even though in the gas phase there are
dimers, trimers, etc., the cluster growth on the surface
of the support is dominated by diffusion of adsorbed
atoms and not by direct deposition of already existing
gas phase clusters. It is observed that, diffusion is
stopped at point defects, where the atoms are more
strongly bound and nucleation takes place[8]. In addi-
tion, the properties of the deposited nanoclusters de-
pend on the oxide substrate and in particular on the
presence of point defects where the cluster can be sta-
bilized. In general, there has been a consensus that de-
fects not only can act as catalytic centers for chemi-
sorption of small species but also as nucleation centers
for growing metal clusters and can modify the catalytic
activity of these adsorbed metal particles via the metal-
support interaction at the interface[9].

The strength of interaction between metal and sub-
strate is due to metal-substrate covalent bonding that
implies a polarization of the metal orbitals or redistribu-
tion of the atomic orbital population. The metal s-or-
bital combines with the oxygen p-orbital perpendicular
to the surface of an oxide material resulting in a bonding
(occupied) and antibonding (unoccupied) combinations.
This leads to a decrease in the atomic s population of
the metal atom[9-11]. When the free metal atom elec-
tronic configuration is dns2, the resulting electronic con-
figuration of the metal and atom may be expressed as
dn+1 s1 or even dn+2. The strength of the metal-oxide
interaction varies with the resulting d-population. This
change in the electronic configuration of the adsorbed
metal may result in a concomitant spin quenching with
respect to the ground state multiplicity of the isolated
metal atom.

On the basis of the performance of different den-
sity functionals, Markovits et al.[12] reported that the
electronic state of Ni with the oxygen regular and de-
fective sites of MgO is the result of a balance between
the tendency of Hund�s rule to preserve the atomic state

and chemical covalent terms tending to form chemical
bonds and hence to quench the atomic magnetic mo-
ment. Indeed, the stronger the interaction, the smaller
the difference between the high and low spin states; in
other words, the larger the interaction, the stronger the
spin quenching.

Sousa et al.[13] calculated the low to high spin tran-
sition energy of Ni adsorbed on regular and defective
sites of MgO and magnetic properties of first row tran-
sition metal oxides. The previous investigations suggest
that the final spin state of an adsorbed metal can be
different, when it interacts with an oxide support. How-
ever, the combined effect of oxide support and adsorbed
species, such as NO on the final spin state is over-
looked.

Bimetallic nanoparticles may create a synergistic
catalytic effect that involves the change in local elec-
tronic properties of pure metal nanoparticles to modify
the strength of the surface adsorption for oxygen re-
duction reactions[14,15]. Although pure Pd and Rh clus-
ters on MgO (001) and TiO

2
 have been widely stud-

ied[16,17], no reports are available on the geometrical
and electronic structure of PdRh bimetallic that depos-
ited on MgO surface. Efforts have been focused on the
possibility of associating Pd with another noble metal,
rhodium, to prepared bimetallic Pd�Rh/alumina cata-

lysts and compared to reference Pd/alumina and Rh/
alumina solids[18]. A. M. Ferrari[19], Shinkarenko et
al.[20], Neyman and Illas[21], Nasluzov et al.[22], and
Matveev et al.[23] have experimentally and theoretically
studied the adsorption properties of different metal at-
oms and metal clusters deposited on the MgO (001)
surface. Palladium and rhodium clusters of small size
have been extensively studied at various semiempirical
and ab initio levels of the theory by G. Berthier[24]. As
the smallest cluster, homonuclear and heteronuclear tran-
sition metal dimers have been studied both experimen-
tally and theoretically[25,26]. For a systematic theoretical
study, the homonuclear dimers of 4d transition metals
were examined by use of diverse density functional
methods[27]. The structures of AgPd clusters supported
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on MgO (001) are investigated via a combination of
global optimization searches within an atom�atom po-

tential model and density-functional calculations[28]. The
reactions of H

2
 with the heteronuclear dimers PdCu,

PdAg, PdAu have been studied by the hybrid density
functional method B3LYP[29]. CO adsorption on mono-
metallic and bimetallic Au-Pd nanoparticles deposited
onto well-ordered thin films of Fe

3
O

4 
(111), MgO (001),

and CeO
2 
(111) were studied by[30].

It is frequently observed that a transition metal atom
doped in a small cluster of other metal can strongly
change the properties of the host cluster[31,32]. Previous
theoretical calculations have been devoted to the study
of heteroatomic or impurity-doped as well as
homoatomic metal clusters, which indicate that the im-
purity atoms can strongly influence geometric, electronic,
and bonding properties of mixed clusters[33]. The first
objective of this work is to generalize the possibility
that electron-rich MgO surface can be used to deter-
mine how the substrate could affect the structural, en-
ergetic and electronic properties of small bimetallic Rh�
Pd dimers that belonging to a completely different va-
lence structure, i.e. Rh (4d8 5s1) with unfilled d and Pd
(4d10 5s0) with complete d shell. For this purpose, the
simplest bimetallic particle, PdRh, is considered and
the results are compared with monometallic Pd

2
 and

Rh
2
 dimers. Second, to clarify the roles of defects as

nucleation centers for the formation of dimers and rep-
resent how these defects can induce modifications in
the electronic, geometric and chemical properties of the
supported dimers. Third, to identify the bonding mecha-
nism of NO with Pd

2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh nanoparticles that

supported on regular and defective sites of MgO (001).
Finally, to induce qualitatively different changes in the
electronic states of the supported particles and on the
transition energy required to switch from low spin to
high spin state.

The intriguing heterogeneous processes associated
with nitric oxide, NO, observed at transition metal and
metal-oxide surfaces, are a continuous topic for re-
search. The molecule, which is one of the simplest and
most stable radicals, is spontaneously formed in com-
bustion processes at elevated temperatures. Being a
major environmental hazard, it is of vital importance to
remove NO from the exhaust gases. The reduction of
NO by CO on palladium is of practical interest and

experimental investigations show that nanosized palla-
dium clusters have significant capacity to catalyze the
CO + NO reaction at low temperatures[34,35]. As one
of the key factors to understand the catalytic mecha-
nism, the adsorption behaviors of NO on Pd clusters
have been extensively studied[36,37]. Viñes et al. per-

formed a combined experimental and theoretical study
on the adsorption of NO on Pd nanoparticels, using
infrared reflection adsorption spectroscopy (IRAS) and
calculations based on density functional theory
(DFT)[36].

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS AND SURFACE
MODELS

Hybrid density functional theory and embedded
cluster models have been extensively employed in the
description of the electronic and geometrical structures
of Pd

2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh particles nucleated on regular

and defect sites on the MgO(001) surface[5,38,39]. These
models have demonstrated to be powerful in the de-
scription of the defective and non defective non polar
oxide surface[40]. Sousa, et al.[13] used a cluster/peri-
odic comparison within the same computational model
(either DFT or HF) for the ionic systems (MnO, FeO,
CoO, NiO, and CuO) to establish that embedded cluster
models provide an adequate representation. They used
a lattice parameter (421 pm) the same as was deter-
mined for the bulk, with no surface relaxation or rum-
pling in the defect-free system. The embedded cluster
model considers a finite cluster embedded in the rest of
the host crystal, by assuming that the electronic struc-
ture in this external region has remained the same as in
the defect free system. This approach is adequate in
principle, but is computationally demanding and requires
an accurate analysis of the energy terms. Its flexibility is
moderate and can describe the charged defects[41].

To represent the substrate, the ionic clusters
Mg

9
O

14
 and Mg

9
O

13
Fs have been embedded in arrays

of point charges. This was done by following an em-
bedding procedure previously reported for alkaline
earth oxides[42]. A finite ionic crystal of 292 point charges
was first constructed. The Coulomb potentials along
the X and Y axes of this crystal are zero by symmetry
as in the host crystal. The ± 2 charges on the outer

shells were then modified, by using a fitting procedure;
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to make the Coulomb potential at the four central sites
closely approximates the Madelung potential of the host
crystal, and to make the Coulomb potential at the eight
points with coordinates (0,±R,±R) and (±R,0,±R)

where R is half the lattice distance, which for MgO is
2.105, equal to zero as it should be in the host crystal.
With these charges, 0.818566 and 1.601818, the Cou-
lomb potential in the region occupied by the central ions
is very close to that in the unit cell of the host crystal.
The Coulomb potential was calculated to be (1.748) at
the four central sites (compared with 1.746 for a simple
cubic ionic crystal) and (0.0) at the previously defined
eight points (compared with 0.0 for the same crystal).
All charged centers with cartesian coordinates (±X),

(±Y) and (Z>0) were then eliminated to generate the

(001) surface of MgO with 176 charged centers occu-
pying the three dimensional space (±X), (±Y) and (Zd�

0). The clusters of Figure 2 were then embedded within
the central region of the crystal surface, and the elec-
trons of the embedded clusters were included in the
Hamiltonians of the ab initio calculations. Other crystal
sites entered the Hamiltonian either as full or partial point
charges as demonstrated in[42].

The density functional theory calculations were per-
formed by using Becke�s three parameter exchange func-

tional B3 with LYP correlation functional[43,44]. The
B3LYP hybrid functional has been used since it pro-
vides a rather accurate description of the metal/oxide
interaction[45]. Moreover, for the magnetic systems it
provides a reasonable albeit not perfect picture which
lies midway between the HF and pure GCA descrip-
tions[46]. Even if the DFT has well known problems with
the description of magnetic properties, hybrid functionals
such as B3LYP provides a fair indication of the relative
energies. B3LYP correctly reproduce the thermochem-
istry of many compounds including transition metal at-
oms[47] and seems to be able to properly describe the
band structure of insulators[12]. B3LYP ensures a cor-
rect description of the electronic ground state of first
row transition metal atoms and a reasonable descrip-
tion of the energy difference between low lying elec-
tronic states with different spin multiplicity. Finally,
B3LYP is able to describe magnetic coupling in sys-
tems with localized spins although the magnetic cou-
pling constant is too large[48].

The Stevens, Basch and Krauss Compact Effec-

tive Potential (CEP) basis sets[49,50] were employed in
the calculations. In the CEP basis sets, the double zeta
calculations are referred to as CEP-31G, and similarly
triple zeta calculations to as CEP-121G. It may be noted
that there is only one CEP basis set defined beyond the
second row, and the two basis sets are equivalent for
these atoms. These basis sets have been used to calcu-
late the equilibrium structure and spectroscopic prop-
erties of several molecules and the results are compared
favorably with the corresponding all-electron calcula-
tions[51]. In the present calculations, the effective core
potential of the cep-121g basis set was used for all
atoms in the clusters.

The defect free surfaces exhibit very small relax-
ations only and therefore they have been kept fixed when
studying deposition of metal atoms. A minimal energy
search on a defect free surface does not usually include
surface relaxation since this is experimentally very small,
less than 5%[52]. Surface relaxation effects can be sig-
nificant if discontinuities, like steps or point defects, are
present[53]. Sousa et al.[13] focused in the problems when
applying DFT methods to open-shell systems with par-
ticular emphasis on the consequences on the descrip-
tion of magnetic properties. They found for ionic sys-
tems with unfilled d- shells, such as the present Rh atom,
that the resulting open-shell electrons are localized and
hence it is possible to model these systems by means of
embedded cluster models. All calculations are of spin
unrestricted type and carried out by using Gaussian 09
system[54]. The figures were generated by using the cor-
responding Gauss View software.

The binding energy, E
a
, of the Pd

2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh

dimers at various sites of the metal oxide surface can
be calculated as follows:
Ea (M

2
) = -[E(M

2
 /MgO_ site)- E(M

2
) - E(MgO_site)] (1)

Positive values of the binding energies mean that
the formed dimers are stable.

The high to low spin transition energies were calcu-
lated from the relation

L-H
complexE  = L

complex
H
complex EE  (2)

Where E
complex

 is the total electronic energy of the com-
plex.

The nucleation energy (E
nucl

), dimer formation en-
ergy, is an important parameter to study the atom-by-
atom growth of a particle from atoms in the gas phase.
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It is defined as the energy associated with the formation
of homonuclear dimers Rh

2
, Pd

2
, and heteronuclear

dimers, PdRh, when an atom of the gaseous phase, Rh
or Pd bonds with a pre-adsorbed metallic particle, Rh/
MgO_site or Pd/ MgO_site[54], respectively:
E

nucl
 = - [E(M

2
/MgO_site) - E(M) - E(M/ MgO_site) (3)

where MgO_site
 
indicates the nucleation site. These two

quantities, Ea (M
2
) and E

nucl.
, measure the binding en-

ergy of gas phase Pd
2
, Rh

2 
and PdRh to a given MgO

site[55].
The dimer binding energy, E

b
, measures the stabil-

ity of the adsorbed dimer with respect to Pd and Rh
adatoms, where one of which is bound on a five coor-
dinated terrace anion, O

5c
. E

b
 is simply the difference

between the adsorption energy of transition metal, TM,
atom to the supported TM/MgO and the binding en-
ergy of the atom to the metal oxide terrace.
E

b
 = -E (M

2
 /MgO_ site)- E(MgO_O

5c
) +

E(M /MgO_ site)+ E(M /(MgO_O
5c

)) (4)

The trapping energy, E
t
, measures the energy gain

when Pd and Rh atoms move from a terrace site to a
strongly binding site, anion vacancy. The trapping en-
ergy is the difference in E

a
 between a regular and a

defect site. E
t
 can be quite large on some specific de-

fects, indicating their strong tendency to capture metal
atoms. Thus, metal atoms have a high probability to
find a defect in the diffusion process and to stick to this
defect[56].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Adsorption of single Pd and Rh atoms

It was well established that small metal particles
adsorb preferentially on sites where negative charge ac-
cumulates[6,39,57,58]; more specifically the O2- ionic sites
for regular and the F

s
 centers for defective metal oxide.

Experimentally, metal clusters are often formed on a
surface by exposing it to a beam of gas-phase atoms.
These atoms adsorb onto the surface and diffuse to the
sites at O2- or Fs centers. From these single adsorbed
atoms, clusters are formed by nucleation. For this rea-
son, the adsorption of a single Pd and Rh atoms on
both O2-and Fs of MgO is investigated as a first step in
this study. The results provide a clear indication that the
atomic Rh adsorbs more strongly on both sites than

that of Pd. The interaction of Rh and Pd atom on F site
is characterized by stronger binding energy (E

ads
 = 3.263

eV, 3.186 eV) with shorter equilibrium adsorption dis-
tance (1.62 , 1.54 ) than on the surface O2- site
(E

ads
 = 1.301 eV, 1.251 eV) with equilibrium distance

(2.06 , 2.19 ), respectively. The presence of
trapped electrons at the defect site results in a more
efficient activation of the supported Pd and Rh atoms.
These results are in agreement with[5,59,60]. In general, a
good agreement is established between the geometri-
cal parameters obtained in this work and the reported
theoretical values for Rh/MgO (001) surface (2.09 Å[61])
and for Pd/MgO (001) (2.15 Å[62]) at the low coordi-
nated surface.

In addition, it is not a trivial task to conclude a priory
which one of the 4F (4d8s1) and 2D (d9) states of Rh
determines the ground state energy of the unit cell of
MgO (001) surface with the adsorbed Rh atom. There-
fore, the effect of the substrate on the electronic states
of the adsorbate and the energy required to switch from
high-spin to low-spin state are analyzed. By using the
B3LYP calculation, high- to low-spin transition ener-

gies of Rh atoms free, LHE 
 , and supported on O2-

and Fs sites of MgO (001),  H L
complexE  , are summarized in

TABLE 1. Since  H L
complexE 

  is negative value, the spin-
polarized structure with one unpaired electron is the
most stable state, in agreement with[62]. Consequently,
the interaction of Rh at MgO (001) surface induces a
quenching of the magnetic moment, which results in a
doublet ground state, separated by 0.267 eV from the
lowest quartet. Whereas, upon interaction with O2- and
Fs surface sites, the high to low spin transition energies
 H L

complexE 
   of Pd atom is positive indicating that the spin
states are preserved and the low spin states are fa-
vored. Hence, the number of unpaired electrons in the
Pd adatom tends to be the same as in the gas phase
and the ground state of Pd�MgO is spin singlet. The

interaction of Rh and Pd atoms with the F
S
 center mer-

its a separate discussion since results show that in al-

most all cases  H L
complexE   exhibits the largest increase.

Hence, it is clear that, the low-spin state is more fa-
vored because of the formation of a direct bond be-
tween the adsorbed species and the electronic levels
corresponding to the oxygen vacancy electrons.
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Nevertheless, the important point here is the trend
of the adsorbed atoms from one site to another. The
analysis of these results clearly show that, there is a
change in the transition energy required to switch from

high spin to low spin,  H L
complexE 

 , which is induced by the
MgO (001) surface. It is observed that the transition
energy from the high-spin to the low-spin state increases
when the oxide support is present. This is a clear indi-
cation that the metal-support interaction tends to stabi-
lize the low-spin state with respect to the isolated atom.
The difference in the equilibrium distance perpendicu-
lar to the surface was calculated. Notice that, as ex-
pected, there is an inverse correlation between adsorp-
tion energy and equilibrium distance, the larger the
former the shorter the later, TABLE 1.

There are some differences in the adsorption heights
between the lowest spin state and the highest spin state
of the adsorbed Rh and Pd atoms on both the O

5c
 and

oxygen vacancy sites. In particular, for the perfect sur-
face, the adsorption height of 2.54 Å and 2.39 Å for

the quartet Rh and triplet Pd that is larger by 0.48 Å
and 0.2 Å than for the douplet Rh and singlet Pd, re-

spectively. The similar phenomena for the vacancy sur-
face are also observed. This observation may result from
the larger overlaps between the highest occupied mo-
lecular orbital, HOMO, of MgO cluster and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital, LUMO, of the adsorbed
metal atoms in the douplet and singlet state than those
in the quartet and triplet states of the adsorbed Rh and
Pd atoms that have anti-bonding character as shown
from Figure 1. Therefore, a short bond distance and a

strong interaction between the O2- and Fs sites and the
Rh and Pd atoms at the lowest spin state have been
observed (TABLE 1).

The increase in the adsorption heights of supported
Pd and Rh can contribute to the Pauli repulsion of the
valence s orbital of the Pd and Rh that is almost empty
with those in the p orbitals of the surface oxygen atoms.
As well as, the HOMO for the oxygen vacancy has a
large s-like character, which would also lead to repul-
sive interaction with the metal s orbital; this orbital is
occupied by ~ -0.8 e due to the charge transfer. The
adsorption heights of supported Pd and Rh increased
at oxygen anion and oxygen vacancy sites also the en-
ergy gain of 1.90 eV and 2.0 eV due to the electron
occupying this bonding orbital of the Pd and Rh atom,
where the binding energy is calculated to be 3.192 eV
and 3.263 eV for the adsorption complexes Pd/
Mg

9
O

13
Fs and Rh/Mg

9
O

13
Fs, respectively.

It is interesting to explore the electronic configura-
tion for the interaction of Pd and Rh atoms with the
regular site at MgO (001) surface. The only appre-
ciable change with respect to the free atom is the hy-
bridization between 5s and 4d orbitals with negligible
contribution of the 5p subshell, 5s0.284d9.745p0.016p0.02

and 5s 0.43 4d 8.6 5p 0.03 5d 0.01 6p 0.01 for the supported
Pd and Rh atoms and no appreciable charge transfer, -
0.054e and -0.07e, respectively, These results are con-
sistent with[63]. The increased adsorption energy of Pd
and Rh atoms with F

S
 centers is accompanied by no-

table changes in the electronic configuration of the
adsorbed metal, which is progressively changed by a

TABLE 1 : Transition energy, L-H
complexE , required to excite adsorbed monomer, Pd and Rh from the high- to low-spin state. AA

positive sign indicates that the ground state is provided by the low-spin coupling. LHd   are the change in the equilibrium
distances of Pd and Rh atoms that supported to the regular (O2-) and oxygen vacancy (Fs) site at MgO (001) going from high-
to low-spin state. A positive value indicates that d is larger in the high-spin state. Energies are expressed in eV, the corresponding
equilibrium distances (d) in (Å), and charges in electron units H: High spin. L: Low spin. Ne: number of unpaired electrons.

 Pd/MgO (O2-) site Pd/MgO (Fs) site Rh/MgO (O2-) site Rh/MgO (Fs) site 
LHE 

  0.904 -0.034 
H
adsE (M) 0.919 1.933 1.034 1.812 

dH(M-S) 2.39 1.82 2.54 2.06 
H L
complexE   1.234 2.156 0.232 1.417 

LHd 
  0.2 0.28 0.48 0.44 

Electronic 
configuration 

5s0.284d9.745p0.016p0.02 5s0.794d9.865p0.145d0.016p0.02 5s 0.43 4d 8.6 5p 0.03 

5d 0.01 6p 0.01 
5s 0.83 4d 8.815p 0.13 

5d 0.02 6p 0.02 
Ne 10.05 10.82 9.05 9.81 
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charge transfer, -0.799e and -0.807e, with an increas-
ing participation of the 5p orbitals, for the supported
Pd and Rh atoms, 5s0.794d9.865p0.14 and 5s 0.83 4d 8.815p
0.13, respectively, TABLE 1.

As it has been shown later, the interaction of NO
with supported Pd and Rh depends strongly on the
metal�oxide interaction and it is essential to dispose of

an adequate substrate model for the subsequent NO
adsorption[64,65]. Hence, as a first step in our approach,
Rh

2
/MgO (001), Pd

2
/MgO (001) and PdRh/MgO

(001) systems were studied using the above detailed
cluster models.

Rh2, Pd2 and PdRh particles deposited on MgO
(001)

To underscore the most stable configuration of Rh
2
,

Pd
2
 and Pd�Rh dimer on the MgO (001) surface, two

configurations, parallel and perpendicular to the sur-
face plane have been considered. The best optimized
geometries of Rh

2
, Pd

2
 and PdRh supported particles

anchored on terrace sites of MgO (001) are with the
molecular axis almost parallel to the surface and the
supported two atoms of the dimer nearly on the top of
two O

5c
 anions, Figure 2. The results are agreement

with[19,56,66].
Because of the spin polarization, the correspond-

ing values of binding, nucleation, trapping and charges
transfer for the deposition of the Rh

2
, Pd

2
 and PdRh

particles on the regular oxygen site and Fs center have
been summarized in TABLE 2 by using B3LYP/CEP-
121G at various spin states in order to find the most

stable spin state for each dimer. It is interesting to note
that, the ground state of Rh

2
, Pd

2
 is singlet, at variance

with gas-phase of Pd
2
 and Rh

2 
which has a triplet




u

3 [67,68] and quintet 


u

5 [69] ground state, respectively,,

but in agreement with previous studies[5,16]. Thus, the
interaction with the substrate induces a change in the
electronic structure of Pd

2
 and Rh

2 
dimers. The adsorp-

tion energies of Rh
2
, Pd

2
 and PdRh in the low spin states

are stronger than those in the high spin states. Hence,
the dimer�support interactions stabilize the low spin

states of the adsorbed Rh
2
, Pd

2
 and PdRh dimers.

From these results, it is observed that the interac-
tion of Rh

2
, Pd

2
 and PdRh on Fs site is characterized

by stronger binding energy with shorter equilibrium ad-
sorption distance than on the surface O2- site. Although
the binding energy is noticeably affected by the sup-
port, the nucleation energy is weakly affected; for both
sites the values of E

nucl 
are less significantly changed

(0.001 - 0.246 eV). This can mean that (a) the regular
metal oxide surface is always an appropriated place to
form Rh

2
, Pd

2
 and Pd� Rh (b) the dimers formation is

independent of the adsorption site (regular or diamag-
netic Fs site). However the dimer formation will be fa-
vored on the Fs center due to the trapping energy, con-
sistently with[3].

On a terrace site, the addition of second TM atom
leads to a nucleation energy E

nucl.
 =1.716 eV, 2.465

eV, and 2.354 eV that are 0.466 eV, 1.165 eV and
1.053 eV higher than the adsorption energies of the
TM atom on a terrace site. Consequently, the dimer

Figure 1 : Schematic representation of the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) of Pd and Rh atoms with (a) low spin
state and (b) high spin state deposited on MgO(O2-) and MgO(Fs) sites using the embedded cluster model.
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q(M1), q(M2): atomic charges at each metal of the dimer and d(M
1
-S), d(M

2
-S): optimal distances between adsorbed metals of the

dimer and surface site of MgO

TABLE 2 : Geometrical parameters, binding, nucleation, trapping energies and atomic charges for the adsorption of Pd
2
, Rh

2

and PdRh dimers with various spin multiplicities at regular (O2-) site and defect center (Fs) site of the MgO (001) surface.
Energies are expressed in eV, the corresponding equilibrium distances (d) in (Å), and charges in electron units.

 MgO (O2-) site MgO (Fs) site 

 Pd2 Rh2 PdRh Pd2 Rh2 PdRh 

 M=1 M=3 M=5 M=1 M=3 M=5 M=2 M=4 M=6 M=1 M=3 M=5 M=1 M=3 M=5 M=2 M=4 M=6 

Ea (M2) 3.681 2.828 2.252 3.116 2.647 1.767 3.038 2.164 1.894 5.616 4.155 3.644 4.875 4.399 2.795 4.728 3.688 3.585 

Enucl 1.716 1.412 -0.894 2.465 2.653 2.502 2.354 2.139 4.647 1.717 0.804 -1.438 2.263 2.443 1.567 2.108 1.694 4.403 

Eb 0.466 0.161 -2.145 1.165 1.352 1.201 1.053 1.071 2.119 0.466 -0.447 -2.688 0.962 1.142 0.267 0.807 0.659 -1.183 

Etrap. - - - - - - - - - 2.489 1.328 1.392 3.116 2.647 1.767 3.038 2.164 1.894 

q(M1) -0.069 0.03 -0.006 -0.064 -0.05 0.081 -0.01 0.008 -0.082 0.022 0.028 0.173 0.008 0.261 0.053 -0.001 -0.782 -0.842 

q(M2) -0.029 0.069 0.233 -0.097 0.087 0.112 0.001 0.107 0.334 -0.78 -0.727 -0.674 -0.999 -1.005 -0.751 -0.803 0.09 0.312 

q(M2) -0.098 0.099 0.227 -0.161 0.037 0.193 -0.009 0.115 0.252 -0.758 -0.699 -0.501 -0.991 -0.744 -0.698 -0.804 -0.692 -0.530 

d(M1-S) 2.14 2.26 2.36 2.02 2.14 2.26 2.19 2.19 2.25 2.18 2.24 2.34 1.98 2.02 2.18 2.1 2.24 2.24 

d(M2-S) 2.23 2.28 2.41 2.06 2.1 2.12 2.1 2.19 2.23 1.54 1.62 1.76 1.58 1.62 1.62 1.57 1.59 1.67 

formation of Rh
2
, Pd

2
 and PdRh are preferred with re-

spect to two isolated atoms adsorbed on O2- anions
(TABLE 2), indicating that dimerization should be pos-
sible even on the MgO (001) terraces and the dimer
nucleation is a thermodynamic favored process at O2-

anions. Although this result is in contrast with the results
reported by Bogicevic and Jennison[70] who reported
almost no difference in stability between the dimer and
two isolated atoms on the MgO (001) terraces, it is
agreement with[5,66].

The elongation of the Pd�Pd, Rh-Rh and Pd�Rh

distances with respect to the gas-phase is explained by
the fact that the dimer is oriented towards two nearest
neighbor O2- anions on the surface to maximize the
bonding with the O2- anions. The Pd�Pd bond length

becomes close to 2.98 Å, is only 0.22 Å longer than in

the free molecule, in agreement with[71].
Concerning the bimetallic PdRh particle, the ground

state geometry of the bimetallic is significantly modified
after deposition. The electronic density of states analy-

Figure 2 : Frontier orbitals of regular surfaces Mg
9
O

14
, free NO molecule, Pd/ Mg

9
O

14
, Rh/ Mg

9
O

14
, Pd

2
/ Mg

9
O

14
, Rh

2
/

Mg
9
O

14
, PdRh/ Mg

9
O

14
, NO/Pd

2
/ Mg

9
O

14
, NO/Rh

2
/ Mg

9
O

14
 and NO/PdRh/ Mg

9
O

14
 at their high and low spin states.
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sis reveals that after deposition, Pd�Rh favors doublet

spin multiplicity as the lowest energy configuration,
TABLE 2. In consequence, the binding, nucleation and
dimer binding energies for Rh�Rh and Pd�Rh are very

close. So that, such a comparison is of interest as many
recent experimental studies on the supported palladium
model catalytic systems[39] address the question whether
the palladium can be used as an alternative to the ex-
pensive rhodium in the reaction of reduction of NO[72].

In this section, the stability trends of the Pd
2
, Rh

2

and PdRh dimers for ground state structures are ana-
lyzed in terms of the energy gaps between HOMO and
LUMO. A large HOMO�LUMO gap has been con-

sidered as an important requisite for the chemical sta-
bility of transition metal clusters[68]. The calculated
HOMO�LUMO gaps for the ground states of Pd

2
, Rh

2

and PdRh dimers are presented in TABLE 2. It can be
seen from this table that, the calculated HOMO�LUMO

gaps of Pd
2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh dimers follow the trend Pd

2

< Rh
2
 < PdRh. Since a large energy gap corresponds

to higher stability therefore, the PdRh dimers that de-
posited on the MgO (O2-) and MgO (Fs) sites have the
highest chemical stabilities.

Indeed, the molecular orbital, MO, interaction is
controlled by the level of the frontier orbitals. There-
fore, the relations between spin quenching of supported
Rh, Pd, Pd

2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh dimers at MgO surface

and energy gaps between frontier orbitals are estab-
lished. In Figure 3, the HOMOs and LUMOs of the
supported metals and dimers at the defect free surface
of MgO are presented. While spin preservation occurs
for Pd complex, spin quenching occurs for Rh, Rh

2
,

Pd
2 

and RhPd complexes; this is agreement with
TABLES 1-3. This is clearly correlated with frontier
orbital energies where the HOMO energy levels of Rh,
Rh

2
,
 
Pd

2 
and Pd� Rh low spin complexes are lower

than their high spin counterparts. This extra stability al-
lows for stronger interaction with the surface hence, the
interaction in this case is strong enough to quench the
spin.

Figure 3 : Schematic representation of the HOMO�s of Pd
2
/MgO, Rh

2
/MgO, PdRh/MgO, NO/Pd/MgO, NO/Rh/MgO, NO/

Pd
2
/MgO, NO/Rh

2
/MgO and NO/PdRh/MgO deposited on MgO(O2-) and MgO(Fs) sites using the embedded cluster model.
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TABLE 3 : Transition energy, LH
complexE 

 , required to excite the supported dimers, Pd
2,
 Rh

2
 and PdRh, from the high- to low-spin

states. A positive sign indicates that the ground state is provided by the low-spin coupling. LH
s1Md 


  and LH

s2Md 


  are the change in

the equilibrium distance of each TM to the surface; LH
2M1Mq 


  is the change in charges at the dimers that supported to the

regular (O2-) site and oxygen vacancy (Fs) site at MgO (001) going from high- to low-spin state. A positive value indicates that
d and q are larger in the high-spin state. Energies are expressed in eV, the corresponding equilibrium distances (d) in (Å), and

charges in electron units H: High spin. L: Low spin.

 Pd2 Rh2 PdRh 

 Pd2/MgO 
(O2-) site 

Pd2/MgO 
(Fs) site 

Rh2 /MgO 
(O2-) site 

Rh2 /MgO 
(Fs) site 

PdRh /MgO 
(O2-) site 

PdRh /MgO 
(Fs) site 

( LH

complexÄE
 )a 2.611 3.155 -0.036 0.695 2.223 2.222 

( LH
complexÄE  )b 2.306 2.242 0.151 0.875 2.009 1.842 

( LH

sM1Äd



) a 0.22 0.16 0.24 0.2 0.06 0.14 

( LH
sM1Äd 


)b 0.1 0.1 0.12 0.16 0.00 0.00 

( LH
sM2Äd 


)a 0.18 0.22 0.06 0.04 0.13 0.1 

( LH

sM2Äd



)b 0.13 0.14 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.08 

( LH

M2M1Äq 


)a 0.325 0.257 0.354 0.293 0.261 0.274 

( LH
M2M1Äq 


)b 0.13 0.19 0.156 0.046 0.137 0.162 

*a: High spin multiplicity is (5) for Pd
2
 Rh

2
 and (6) for PdRh; *b: High spin multiplicity is (3) for Pd

2
 Rh

2
 and (4) for PdRh and

Where low spin state is (1) for Pd
2
 Rh

2
 and (2) for PdRh

TABLE 4 : Adsorption properties of NO interacting with regular (O2-) site and oxygen vacancy (Fs) site of the MgO (001)
surface supported Pd and Rh atoms at the low and high spin state.

 NO/ Pd NO/ Rh 

 MgO (O2-) site MgO (Fs) site MgO (O2-) site MgO (Fs) site 

Spin multiplicity 2 4 2 4 1 3 1 3 

Spin state L H L H L H L H 

Ea (NO) 1.499 1.038 0.702 1.261 3.048 2.115 1.449 1.026 

Ea (MNO) 1.516 1.327 2.655 2.563 1.771 1.582 2.134 2.455 
LH

complexÄE   1.695 1.598 0.934 0.423 

qMNO -0.137 -0.126 -0.816 -0.936 -0.182 -0.063 -0.819 -0.742 

d(M-S) 2.13 2.21 1.60 1.56 1.98 2.18 1.76 1.80 

d(N�M) 1.90 1.96 2.06 2.02 1.74 1.82 1.78 1.96 

d(N-O) 1.228 1.288 1.208 1.248 1.207 1.207 1.207 1.207 
q(M): atomic charges at the adatom; q(NO): molecular charge at NO molecule; d(M-S): optimal distances between adatom and
surface site of MgO; d (N-O): Equilibrium N�O distances and d(N�M): optimal distances between adatom and nitrogen atom.

Interaction of NO with supported Pd, Rh, Rh2, Pd2

and PdRh on MgO (001)

The binding energy for the interaction of NO mol-
ecule on different spin states of Pd, Rh, Rh

2
, Pd

2
 and

PdRh that supported on MgO can be calculated as
E

a
(NO) = - [E(NO/M

x
/MgO_site) - E(M

x
 /MgO_site)

� E(NO)] where x=1 or 2[55]. In all cases, the positive
values correspond to exothermic processes. It is ob-
served that NO adsorbs much more strongly at the Pd
with low spin state and Rh with different spin state that
deposited on the MgO (O2-) site than on the MgO (Fs),

TABLE 4. The reason of this behavior will be discussed
later.

In TABLES 5-7, the adsorption energies, optimal
distances and charge transfer for the interaction of NO
molecule on different spin states of Rh

2
, Pd

2
 and PdRh

that supported at MgO (O2-) and MgO (Fs) through its
N atom at various spin states have been calculated.
Again, the NO molecule adsorbs much more strongly
at the Pd

2
, with low spin state, Rh

2
 and PdRh with differ-

ent two spin state that deposited on the MgO (O2-) site
than on the MgO (Fs), TABLE 5. As well as, the NO
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Red spheres: O2-; yellow spheres: Mg2+; light blue spheres: Pd atom; dark blue sphere: N atom.

TABLE 5 : Adsorption properties of NO interacting with regular (O2-) site and oxygen vacancy (Fs) site of the MgO (001)
surface supported Pd

2
 dimer at the low-and high spin state.

 MgO (O2-) site MgO (Fs) site 

Spin multiplicity 2 4 2 4 

Spin state L H L H 

 

    
Ea (NO) 1.808 1.052 1.231 1.342 

Ea (Pd2NO) 1.887 2.352 3.245 3.969 

Total q(Pd2) 0.415 0.525 -0.493 -0.049 

q(N) -0.248 -0.473 -0.071 -0.460 

q(O) -0.27 -0.225 -0.199 -0.247 

q(NO) -0.518 -0.697 -0.27 -0.707 

q(Pd2NO) -0.103 -0.172 -0.763 -0.756 

TABLE 6 : Adsorption properties of NO interacting with regular (O2-) site and oxygen vacancy (Fs) site of the MgO (001)
surface supported Rh

2
 dimer at the low-and high spin state.

Spin multiplicity 2 4 2 4 

Spin state L H L H 

 MgO (O2-) site MgO (Fs) site 

 

    
Ea (NO) 2.909 2.506 2.971 2.097 

Ea (Rh2NO) 1.786 2.542 3.607 3.885 

q(Rh2) -0.164 0.01 -0.912 -0.639 

q(N) 0.22 0.093 0.219 0.070 

q(O) -0.185 -0.222 -0.188 -0.231 

q(NO) 0.035 -0.129 0.031 -0.161 

q(Rh2NO) -0.129 -0.119 -0.881 -0.799 

Red spheres: O2-; yellow spheres: Mg2+; blue spheres: Rh atom; dark blue sphere: N atom.
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has been adsorbed at the center of the Pd�Pd bond in

a bridge position, which is energetically the most stable
in agreement with previous works[37,65,73]. The Pd�Pd

distance is about 2.98 Å�3.05 Å, depending on the

site considered, TABLE 5. The large Pd�Pd bond dis-

tance of adsorbed Pd
2
 is in close agreement with the

STM measurements[20]. Globally, the binding energy
calculated for the adsorption of NO on the palladium
dimers, 1.808 eV, is in the range of the experimental
value that measured in thermal desorption by Ramsier
et al.[74].

At the high spin states a dramatic change is found
when the NO which bind to the supported Pd and Pd

2

where there is an increase in the binding energies at the
MgO (Fs) site than on the MgO (O2-). The different
behavior of Pd and Pd

2
 with high spin states that

adsorbed on Fs centers towards NO can be explained
as follows. At the low spin states of supported Pd and
Pd

2 
the delocalization of the trapped electrons into the

5s level leads to an increased Pauli repulsion with the
NO molecule and in a strong weakening of the bond.
On contrary, at the supported Pd and Pd

2
 with high

spin states this effect is smaller because of the presence
of an incomplete d shell. Figure 3 confirmed the results
in TABLES 4-5 and the adsorption properties that dis-
cussed above.

Since the high occupied molecular orbital of NO is
ð* anti-bonding orbital with an unpaired electron there-
fore, the charge transferred from Pd

2
/MgO, Rh

2
/MgO

and PdRh/MgO to the NO will occupy the ð*
 
orbital

and weak the NO bond strength. The NO bond length
is elongated after the adsorption of NO on the particu-
lar dimers, this is consistent with the electron transfer
direction[57], TABLES 5-7. The higher electron trans-
fer from Pd

2
/MgO, Rh

2
/MgO and PdRh/MgO to NO

can explain the larger stretching of the NO interatomic
distance on the oxygen anion and oxygen vacancies sites.

The adsorption energy of NO on Rh
2
/MgO is larger

than on Pd
2
/MgO (2.909 vs. 1.808 eV), possibly due

the decrease of the d electrons on the Rh which can
lead to a decrease of the ó-ó repulsion. The metal-

nitrogen bond is shorter for Rh than Pd (1.74 vs. 2.01
Å), which also indicates a strong bonding between NO

and Rh
x
/MgO. The larger M-N-O angle for Rh

2
 than

TABLE 7 : Adsorption properties of NO interacting with regular (O2-) site and oxygen vacancy (Fs) site of the MgO (001)
surface supported PdRh dimer at the low-and high spin state.

Spin multiplicity 1 3 1 3 

Spin state L H L H 

 MgO (O2-) site MgO (Fs) site 

 

    
Ea (NO) 2.666 1.315 2.872 1.329 

Ea (PdRhNO) 2.057 2.319 3.953 3.856 

Q(PdRh) -0.201 0.539 -0.901 -0.109 

Q(N) 0.22 -0.413 0.206 -0.359 

Q(O) -0.204 -0.248 -0.205 -0.236 

Q(NO) 0.016 -0.661 0.001 -0.595 

Q(PdRhNO) -0.184 -0.122 -0.901 -0.704 
Red spheres: O2-; yellow spheres: Mg2+; light blue spheres: Pd atom; blue spheres: Rh atom; dark blue sphere: N atom.
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Pd
2
 (180o vs. 132.2o) indicates that the 5ó orbital is

much more involved in the adsorption at Rh than Pd.
These results are in agreement with[87]. Although, the
charge of Rh

2
NO and Pd

2
NO supported on the (O2-

) and (Fs) site is practically the same than that of the
supported Rh

2 
and Pd

2
 at the same sites, the MgO

(Fs) site acquires a much more significant negative
charge, TABLES 5-7. These results are confirmed by
Figure 3.

Indeed, the different behavior of rhodium and pal-
ladium supported at MgO (001) towards NO can be
explained as follows. On palladium the delocalization
of the trapped electrons into the 5s level leads to an
increased Pauli repulsion with the NO molecule and in
a strong weakening of the bond, whereas on Rh this
effect is smaller because of the presence of an incom-
plete d shell and the easier mixing of the 5s with the 4d
orbitals to form new hybrid orbitals[62]. The high reac-
tivity of Rh relative to Pd was also found by a periodic
DFT calculation for NO adsorbed on (001) surfaces
of Rh and Pd[89]. Therefore, Rh appears to be more
efficient than Pd for NO adsorption at Pd�Rh bimetal-

lic and may justify its use as a catalyst in TWC. These
observations agree well with previous theoretical cal-
culations[75]. Therefore, it seems that NO prefers bind-
ing to Rh when both Rh and Pd sites co-exist in the
bimetallic Pd�Rh. These results are confirmed by

TABLE 7 and Figure 3.
The optimized geometry of admolecule NO with

the N-end to the Rh atom of bimetallic PdRh and the
molecular axis of NO normal to the surface plane is
presented in Figure 2c. The N�O distance elongates

from its value of 1.158 Ǻ  for the free NO molecule to
1.207 Ǻ  for Rh

2
 and PdRh at O2- and Fs, respectively..

Therefore, the results show that the adsorption ener-
gies of NO at Rh�Rh and Pd�Rh, with low spin state,

that deposited at O2-and Fs of MgO are very close,
(2.909 vs. 2.666 eV) at oxygen anion and (2.971 vs.
2.872 eV) at Fs centers, TABLES 6-7. Figure 3 con-
firmed the results in TABLES 2-7 with the adsorption
properties discussed above.

Interestingly, the interaction is assumed to mainly
be a HOMO�LUMO type[76]. The differences in the
adsorption energies reported for the interaction of NO
on supported PdRh at the O2- and Fþs center can be
due to the differences in energy between the HOMO

of the surface and the LUMO of the NO molecule. The
results show that, the formation of a vacancy on the
MgO surface decreases the difference between the
HOMO of PdRh supported at MgO (001) surface and
LUMO of NO molecule by 0.367 eV. This result is in
agreement with the greater strength of NO chemisorp-
tion on supported PdRh/MgO(Fs) in comparison with
supported PdRh/MgO(O2-), HOMO�LUMO= 2.174

eV and 2.541 eV, respectively. As the interaction of
NO with PdRh occurs through a charge transfer from
the HOMO of the surface to the LUMO of the adsorbed
NO molecule, the smaller the value of the HOMO�
LUMO gap the easier the charge transfer and conse-
quently, the larger the adsorption energy, this is agree-
ment with[77].

Recently, several authors were interested in study-
ing the CO-induced modification of the metal�MgO

interaction[78,79] in the form of atoms and layers. For
instance, it was reported that CO enhances the bond-
ing between Pt or Pd atoms and the oxide, but for Au
this effect is negligible[78]. To allow a similar analysis on
NO, the adsorption of the MNO and M

2
NO com-

plexes on MgO (001) was considered. The correspond-
ing binding energy can be defined in a similar way as
that for M

x
 on MgO, E

a
(M

x
NO) = - [E(NO/ M

x
/

MgO_site) - E(MgO_site) � E(M
x
NO)] where x=1 or

2. On terrace O
5c

 sites the O
5c

Rh
2
�NO and O

5c
PdRh�

NO bonds are definitely stronger than the O
5c
�Rh

2
NO

and O
5c
�PdRhNO. This means that an increase in tem-

perature can lead to diffusion of the Rh
2
NO and

PdRhNO complexes before NO desorption occurs.
Whereas on neutral F centers, the bonding of the
Pd

2
NO, Rh

2
NO and PdRhNO unit to the surface is so

strong that no diffusion of this species occurs once the
complex is trapped at an oxygen vacancy. An increase
in temperature will result in the loss of NO and TM
atoms filling the vacancy. An important result is that, on
Fs sites, the Fs�Pd

2
NO, Fs�Rh

2
NO and Fs�PdRhNO

bonding is stronger than that of the FsPd
2
�NO FsRh

2
�

NO and FsPdRh�NO, TABLES 5-7.

The spin transition energies,  H L
complexE 

 , of
ON.Pd

2
.MgO, ON.Rh

2
.MgO and ON.RhPd.MgO

complexes have been considered, TABLE 8. The trend
emerging from the present model calculations indicates
that the metal-support interaction tends to stabilize the
low-spin state with respect to the isolated atom thus,
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TABLE 8 : Transition energy, LH
complexE 

 , required to excite ON.Pd
2
.MgO, ON.Rh

2
.MgO and ON.PdRh.MgO complexes from the

high- to low-spin states. A positive sign indicates that the ground state is provided by the low-spin coupling. LH
NMd 


  is the

change in optimal distances between TM and nitrogen atom. LH
ONd 


  is the change in optimal distances between N and O atom

of NO molecule. LH
NO2Mq 

  is the change in charges at the M
2
NO dimer that supported to the regular (O2-) site and oxygen

vacancy (Fs) site at MgO (001) going from high- to low-spin state. A positive value indicates that d is larger in the high-spin
state. Energies are expressed in eV, the corresponding equilibrium distances (d) in (Å), and charges in electron units H: High
spin. L: Low spin.

 NO/Pd2 /MgO 
(O2-) site 

NO/ Pd2/ MgO 
(Fs) site 

NO/Rh2 /MgO 
(O2-) site 

NO/ Rh2/ MgO 
(Fs) site 

NO/PdRh /MgO 
(O2-) site 

NO/PdRh /MgO 
(Fs) site 

( LH
complexÄE
  (NO)) 1.061 0.801 0.216 0.694 1.565 1.923 

( LH

NMÄd



) 0.14 0.27 0.06 0.04 0.427 0.35 

( LH

ONÄd



) 0.021 0.041 0 0.02 0.06 0.02 

( LH

NO2MÄq
 ) -0.069 0.007 0.01 0.082 0.063 0.197 

Where low spin multiplicity is (2) for NOPd
2
, NORh

2
 and (1) for NOPdRh high spin multiplicity is (4) for NOPd

2
, NORh

2
 and (3)

for NOPdRh

the low-spin state becoming the ground state at regu-
lar and F

S 
sites. Although, the combined effects of

NO adsorbate and Pd
2
, Rh

2 
and

 
RhPd supported at

MgO were strong enough to quench the spin of Pd
2
,

Rh
2 
and RhPd dimers (changes the sign of the spin

transition energy), the low-spin states are preserved.
Although, the interaction of ON.Rh

2
.MgO (Fs) and

ON.RhPd.MgO (Fs)
 
shows that the transition en-

ergy exhibits the largest increase, the interaction of
ON.Pd

2
.MgO (Fs)

 
exhibits the largest decrease. No-

tice that, as expected, there is an inverse correlation
between adsorption energy and equilibrium distance,
the larger the former the shorter the later, TABLES
5-8. In these cases, it is clear that the low-spin state
is more favored because of the formation of a direct
bond between the adsorbed transition metal dimer
and the electronic levels corresponding to the oxy-
gen vacancy electrons. The results show that the
magnetic-spin states of transition metals atoms and
clusters supported at metal oxide surface and the role
of a precursor molecule on the considered magnetic
and binding properties need to be explicitly taken
into account.

Pairwise and non-pairwise additivity

The concept of pairwise and non-pairwise additiv-
ity has been studied for atom clusters and insulators[81,82].
In studying a supported-metal catalyst system, it is very
important to quantify the extent to which the support
MgO (S) with regular and defective surface affects the
interaction of the NO admolecule with the Pd, Rh, Pd

2
,

Rh
2
 and PdRh particles. The interaction energy 

NOxMS

(i)
E 

among three subsystems; the support (S), (M
x
) where

x= 1 for Pd, Rh atom and x=2 for Pd
2
, Rh

2
, PdRh

dimer, and the adsorbate (NO) molecule can be de-
fined as:

NOxMS

(i)
E 

= 
NOxMSE 

� ES � xME � ENO (5)

where every energy term on the right-hand side of Eq.
(5) is calculated using geometrical parameters corre-
sponding to the equilibrium geometry of S-M

x
-NO sys-

tems. The left-hand side represents the energy required
to separate the three subsystems without altering any
change in their geometrical parameters. Such energy
can be divided into contributions from three-pairwise
components and a non-additive term, ånadd, as follows:

NOxMS

(i)
E 

 = 
xMS

(i)
E 

 + 
NOS

(i)
E 

 + 
NOxM

(i)
E 

 + ånadd (6)

where ånadd is a measure of cooperative interactions
among the three subsystems[38,81]. The four energy terms
on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) are calculated from
the relations:

xMS

(i)
E 

 
= xMSE   � ES � xM

E (7)

NOS

(i)
E 

 = ES-NO � ES � ENO (8)

NOxM

(i)
E 

= NOxME   � xM
E  � ENO (9)

ånadd = 
NOxMS

(i)
E 

 � 
xMS

(i)
E 

 � 
NOS

(i)
E 

 � 
NOxM

(i)
E 

(10)

The total interaction energies, the pairwise energy
components to the S-M

x
-NO systems, and the non-
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TABLE 9 : Interaction energies of ON.Pd.MgO, ON.Rh.MgO, ON.Pd
2
.MgO, ON.Rh

2
.MgO, ON.PdRh.MgO complexes with

the most stable spin states at O2- and Fs sites, pairwise components and non additivity terms. All energies are given in eV.

NOxMS

(i)
E   xMS

(i)
E   NOS

(i)
E   NOxM

(i)
E   å

nadd 
Complex 

O2- F O2- F O2- F O2- F O2- F 

ON.Pd.MgO -2.749 -3.888 -1.238 -3.188 -0.061 -0.092 -1.229 -1.128 -0.221 0.519 

ON.Rh.MgO -4.892 -4.713 -1.294 -2.938 -0.086 -0.080 -2.570 -2.537 -0.942 0.842 

ON.Pd2.MgO -5.489 -6.847 -3.624 -5.614 0.035 -0.068 -3.529 -2.659 1.629 1.494 

ON.Rh2.MgO -5.989 -7.846 -3.058 -4.870 -0.063 -0.120 -2.528 -2.528 -0.341 -0.328 

ON.PdRh.MgO -5.704 -7.600 -3.039 -4.727 -0.062 -0.117 -2.638 -2.619 0.035 -0.136 

additive energy term, ånadd, are presented in TABLE 9.
As shown in this table, the total interaction energies of
ON.Pd.Mg

9
O

13
O2-, ON.Pd.Mg

9
O

13
Fs, ON.Rh.-

Mg
9
O

13
O2-, ON.Rh.Mg

9
O

13
Fs, ON.Pd

2
.Mg

9
O

13
O2-,

ON.Pd
2
.Mg

9
O

13
Fs, ON.Rh

2
.Mg

9
O

13
O2-, ON.Rh

2
.-

Mg
9
O

13
Fs, ON.PdRh.Mg

9
O

13
O2- and ON.PdRh.

Mg
9
O

13
Fs complexes are dominated by the pairwise

additive components 
MS

(i)
E



 and 2MS

(i)
E 

, respectively. On

the other hand, the small values of 
NOS

(i)
E 

 pairwise

component that represent the interaction energy be-
tween support (S) and admolecule (NO) in the S-M

x
-

NO system may be attributed to the large separation
between (S) and the NO admolecule. This result means

that the binding of NO is mainly dominated by the 
NO1M

(i)
E 

and 
NO2M

(i)
E 

 pairwise additive contributions of the con-

sidered complexes.
The non additivity term, ånadd, is a measure of coop-

erative interaction among the subsystems, decreases with
surface defect-formation at ON.Pd.MgO, ON.Rh.MgO,
ON.Pd

2
.MgO and ON.Rh2.MgO. Except at

ON.PdRh.MgO complex, ånadd increases with surface
defect-formation, TABLE 9. This suggests that the inter-
action of NO with Pd, Rh, Pd

2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh dimer is

essentially affected by defect formation. This confirmed
the adsorption properties of NO at supported Pd, Rh,
Pd

2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh particles that discussed above. Fi-

nally, the role of metal oxide is not restricted only to sup-
porting the metal, but influences the interaction of NO
molecule with the Pd, Rh, Pd

2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh dimers.

CONCLUSION

An attempt has been made to understand the effect

of surface site on the spin state for the interaction of
NO with Pd

2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh nanoparticles that sup-

ported at regular and defective MgO (001) Surfaces.
A spin-polarized treatment is considered to properly
describe the ground-state electronic structure, adsorp-
tion energies and the low- to high-spin energy transi-
tion. The calculated results are compared with experi-
mental data and previous theoretical studies as pos-
sible. The geometrical optimizations have been consid-
ered to represent the most stable structures for the ad-
sorption of NO at the supported Pd

2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh

and to investigate the changes induced by the oxide
substrate in the chemisorption properties of the
adsorbed particles.

Upon interaction with O2- and Fs surface sites, the
high to low spin transition energies of Pd atom is posi-
tive indicating that the spin states are preserved, and
the low spin states are favored. Hence, the number of
unpaired electrons in the adatom tends to be the same
as in the gas phase and the ground state of Pd�MgO is

spin singlet. However, the main contributions to the Rh
atom, Pd

2
, Rh

2
 and PdRh at MgO are the polarization

of the metal electrons induced by the ionic substrate
and the small mixing between the s and d orbitals of the
transition metal with the 2p orbitals of the surface oxy-
gen. Consequently, the interaction of Rh atom, Pd

2
, Rh

2

and PdRh dimers at MgO (001) surface induces a
quenching of the magnetic moment, which results in a
doublet ground state for Rh atom and PdRh as well as
a singlet ground state for Pd

2
 and Rh

2
 at MgO (001)

surface. As a consequence, the formation of the dimer
in its singlet state, Rh

2 
and Pd

2
, and douplet state, Pd�

Rh deposited at MgO (001), is favored with respect to
the presence of two isolated atoms on the surface.
Notice that, as expected, there is an inverse correla-
tion between adsorption energy and equilibrium dis-
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tance, the larger the former the shorter the later. In any
case, the extent of metal�metal bonding in supported

dimer has been increaced compared with the gas-phase
unit. This leads to a considerable elongation of the
metal�metal bond to maximize the metal�O interac-

tion. Notice that the dimer as a unit adsorbs much more
strongly on the MgO (Fs) site than on the MgO (O2-)
site. Moreover, the large enhancement in the activity of
supported dimers is due mainly to the electron transfer
from the cavity to the supported dimers. Theoretical
calculations indicate that the formation of Rh

2
, Pd

2
 and

PdRh dimer on an Fs center is favored by 0.466, 0.962,
and 0.807 eV respectively with respect to a TM atom
bound at the Fs center and other TM atom on a ter-
race site. The dimers deposited interact relatively
strongly with the substrate oxide forming predominantly
covalent bonds with the adsorbed sites. The interac-
tion is not accompanied by a significant charge transfer
at the interface. The PdRh bimetallic have larger
HOMO�LUMO gap and are relatively more chemi-

cally stable than the Pd
2
 and Rh

2
 monometallic that

deposited on the MgO (O2-). The transition energy,
 H L

complexE 
 , for the interaction of Pd�Rh with the oxygen

anion and F
S
 center exhibits the largest increase, 2.223

eV and 2.222 eV respectively. In these cases, it is clear
that the low-spin state is more favored because of the
formation of a direct bond between the adsorbed bi-
metallic and the electronic levels corresponding to the
oxygen anion and oxygen vacancy electrons. A mo-
lecular-scale understanding of the energetic and mecha-
nisms for formation of such metal dimers on inert oxide
surfaces can open new avenues to the design of cata-
lysts with specific functions.

In summary, it seems that NO prefers to bound
with Rh atoms when both Rh and Pd site co-exist in the
Pd� Rh bimetallic. The electronic structures and N-O

bond lengths of the chemisorbed systems are similar
for NO.Rh

2.
MgO and NO.PdRh.MgO with the top ge-

ometries but show significant differences from bridge
geometries, NO/Pd

2
/MgO. Bridge-site adsorption

causes the N-O bond to lengthen and soften due es-
sentially to increase an electrostatic repulsion between
both N and O atoms. In addition, the NO adsorbs much
more strongly at the PdRh that is deposited on the
MgO(Fs) than on the MgO(O2-) site.

The transfer of electron charge density from such a

defect to a dimer reinforces the metal�metal bonds.

Therefore, color centers at the MgO surface not only
reduce the diffusion of metal atoms and dimers, but also
act as stabilizing agents for the whole structure. This
point could be particularly important in the context of
identifying methods to stabilize the support particles on
an oxide substrate under chemical reaction conditions.
To summarize, the larger interaction of NO at bimetal-
lic PdRh at oxygen anions and oxygen vacancies in-
duces an enhancement of the energy required to switch
from high spin to low spin 1.565 eV and 1.923 eV
respectively. These results show that the spin state of
adsorbed PdRh dimer on oxide supports tends to pre-
serve the number of unpaired electrons as found in the
case of the regular terrace sites.
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